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WHO?
Who Gets Evaluated?

- Any instructor with at least 4 contact hours in a given course
  - Contact hour =
    - 1 Lab (for all sections)
    - 1 Lecture
    - 1 Discussion
- ABLE facilitators
- Clinicians on duty
What Gets Evaluated?

- ABLEs
- CE
- Courses
- Electives
- Clinical Rotations

WHEN?
When are Evaluations Sent?

• Pre-clinical courses
  – Approximately 2 weeks before finals
  – Thursday before last day of ABLE/CE
• Clinical courses
  – Thursday before last day of rotation

When are Evaluation Results Available?

• At the end of each semester
  – Fall
  – Spring
  – Summer
• AFTER the grade submission deadline
WHERE?

one45

- Evaluations are done via one45
- Instructor & clinician results are accessible via one45
- Course & rotation results are e-mailed
How to Share the Results

• Course Coordinators
  – Share with teaching team
• House Officer Supervisors
  – Share with house officers
• Technician Supervisors
  – Share with technicians

Sharing is caring
How to Review the Results

• Compare numeric results to previous results and semester means
• Identify strong & weaker items
  – Consider in relation to primary objectives
• Review written comments in light of numeric results
  – Look for patterns
  – Avoid focusing on isolated, irrelevant, or unprofessional comments

How to Use the Results

• Determine 1 or 2 areas for improvement
  – Determine ways to develop these areas
• Summarize in written or tabular form for use in future promotion, tenure, or award applications
• Look for improvement next year!